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1 The Trial Lawyer Underground

Executive Summary
As opportunities for advancing their liability-expanding agenda in 
Congress have dimmed, plaintiffs’-lawyer lobbyists have focused 
their influence on the Executive Branch, starting with the current 
Administration. Very quietly, but rather successfully, the lawsuit 
industry has pursued its policy goals through federal agencies while 
attracting very little attention. We call this effort the Trial Lawyer 
Underground. The purpose of this report is to shine a public light on a 
hidden practice that affects all Americans.

Early Rewards for the Plaintiffs’ Bar
The lobbying efforts of the American 
Association for Justice (AAJ), the organization 
that protects and works to grow the profits of 
plaintiffs’ lawyers, have paid dividends. 

An early victory for the trial bar was keeping 
any substantive medical liability reform 
out of the comprehensive healthcare bill. 
Howard Dean, the former Vermont Governor 
and chairman of the Democratic National 
Committee, observed the “plain and simple 
truth” as to why the Administration’s 
healthcare reform bill failed to address 
excessive liability exposure for doctors: “the 
people who wrote it did not want to take on 
the trial lawyers.”1 Plaintiffs’ lawyers and law 
firms, after all, are the number one source of 
funds for Democratic candidates today.2

While President Obama committed to fund 
“demonstration projects” to explore ways 

of reducing medical liability, he promptly 
assigned the task to then-Health and 
Human Services (HHS) Secretary Kathleen 
Sebelius, a former plaintiffs’ lawyer lobbyist.3 
Unsurprisingly, HHS did not even consider the 
effectiveness of liability reforms. Instead, the 
agency only funded projects that would point 
a dubious finger at doctors and hospitals as 
the source of any liability problems.

Another early reward for the trial bar was 
an Executive Memorandum issued from the 
President to agency heads warning them to 
avoid new regulations that could preempt 
lawsuits by establishing definitive federal 
standards for health and safety.4 It also 
required agencies to consider reversing rules 
that had such an effect. As a result of the 
memo, several agencies altered regulations, 
encouraging lawsuits even when product 
manufacturers have done exactly what the 
federal government has told them to do.
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Recent Plaintiffs’ Bar Favors
More recently, the trial bar has made 
progress with the Administration in reducing 
a considerable threat to the lawsuit industry: 
pre-dispute arbitration agreements. Naturally, 
the trial bar favors lengthy and expensive 
litigation over less formal and faster 
dispute resolution that works efficiently 
in the interests of both consumers and 
businesses. Last year, President Obama 
issued an Executive Order prohibiting 
federal contractors from using arbitration to 
resolve employment disputes.5 This year, 
the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
(CFPB) chimed in, publishing a study that 
could lay the groundwork for the CFPB 
to restrict arbitration of disputes involving 
consumer financial contracts.6 Most recently, 
in July 2015, the Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services (CMS) slipped an anti-
arbitration provision into a proposed overhaul 
of nursing home regulations.7

Taxpayers are on the hook, too. CMS 
planned to clarify obligations to account for 
and reimburse the Medicare program for 
costs of medical care that are ultimately paid 
by defendants after litigation for clarification.8 
But plaintiffs’ lawyers did not like the 
reimbursement requirement and pressed to 
have it killed—at taxpayers’ expense.9

Federal agencies are also preserving the 
pro-lawsuit status quo. Even at the request 
of three federal judges for clarification,10 
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
refused to provide a coherent definition of 
the term “natural”11 that might ease the 
flood of plaintiffs’-lawyer orchestrated class 
actions alleging that consumers are misled 
by the term. The Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) similarly foot-dragged 
on petitions to clarify regulations under the 

Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA), 
which has also given rise to a cottage 
industry for plaintiffs’ lawyers.12 When the 
FCC did finally act this year, it issued a ruling 
that is likely to usher in a new era of class 
action lawsuits.13

Parting Gifts?
As the Administration moves into its 
closing days, the trial bar is likely to shift 
its underground efforts into high gear. AAJ 
has not given up on its goal of having the 
Treasury Department allow plaintiffs’ lawyers 
to deduct expenses they advance during, 
rather than at the conclusion of, contingency 
fee litigation, which could give them a billion 
dollar tax break over a decade.14 This effort 
was initially derailed in 2010 when an AAJ 
official prematurely bragged about it at the 
organization’s secretive annual conference.15

The plaintiffs’ bar also is seeking to change 
national policy governing generic prescription 
drugs. It has lobbied the FDA to dramatically 
alter longstanding federal law on the 
labeling of such products. The change is not 
driven solely by the FDA’s traditional goal 
of protecting public safety, but by the trial 

“ As the Administration 
moves into its closing days, 
the trial bar is likely to shift 
its underground efforts into 
high gear.”
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bar’s desire to bring failure-to-warn lawsuits. 
In fact, in a 2014 Congressional hearing, 
an FDA official admitted that her office 
never met with pharmaceutical companies, 
pharmacists, or physicians before issuing the 
proposal. Shockingly, the FDA met only with 
trial-lawyer lobbyists.16

The Trial Lawyer Underground
The doors to the White House and federal 
agencies are eagerly held open for those 
representing America’s lawsuit industry. 
Linda Lipsen, AAJ’s Chief Executive 
Officer, for example, has visited the White 
House an impressive 31 times during this 
Administration for meetings with high-
level staff (excluding larger meetings, 
social events, and a West Wing tour).17 
Of course, many meetings between trial-
lawyer lobbyists and government officials 
likely occur in coffee shops, restaurants, and 
agency cafeterias. 
 

This report is not comprehensive, but 
it highlights examples of the quiet and 
effective influence the plaintiffs’ bar exerts 
within the Executive Branch. It brings 
together information from publicly available, 
if not widely reported, sources, such as 
lobbying reports filed by AAJ staff and 
retained lobbyists, and failed AAJ-supported 
legislation that gave rise to its underground 
alternative. While on occasion a perceptive 
reporter has focused on a single instance of 
trial lawyer lobbying,18 the broader story of 
the trial lawyer underground has not been 
told. It is in the public interest to critically 
examine whether the trial bar’s influence on 
federal agencies is contrary to public health 
and safety, hurts the economy, and makes 
this country an even more litigious society.

“ While on occasion a perceptive reporter has focused 
on a single instance of trial lawyer lobbying, the broad 
story of the trial lawyer underground has not been told.”
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Lawsuits Trump 
Government Safety Standards 
Trial Lawyers Manage to Preempt ‘Preemption’

Immediately after his election and before President Obama took 
office, the plaintiffs’ bar began its lobbying effort to eliminate 
federal preemption of state tort law. These efforts paid off when 
the Obama Administration issued a memorandum to the heads of 
all Executive departments and agencies, cautioning them against 
preemption and requiring them to reconsider a decade of policy 
and regulations. Immediately thereafter, several agencies changed 
course, placing the preservation of litigation above the protection 
of public safety.

Congress has charged federal regulators 
with protecting the public interest by 
approving practices and setting standards 
in a variety of industries. For example, 
the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA) has closely 
researched and developed Federal 
Motor Vehicle Safety Standards that 
require vehicles to meet crashworthiness 
standards. Its regulations require seatbelts, 
airbags, windshields, headlights and signals, 
door beams, roofs, steering columns, tires, 
and door locks, latches and hinges to meet 
certain safety performance standards. 
Another example is the FDA review and 
approval processes for prescription drugs 
and medical devices, which can span 
thousands of hours over many years.

Preemption comes into play when a federal 
law instructs a business to do one thing 
(design a product in a certain manner or 
provide certain warnings), but a state law 
(including obligations imposed through a 
lawsuit) tells that business to do something 
else. In such circumstances, the U.S. 
Constitution’s Supremacy Clause provides 
that state standards that directly conflict with 
federal law, pose an obstacle to Congress’ 
objectives, or are expressly forbidden by a 
federal statute or regulation are preempted. 
The alternative to preemption is to permit 
lawsuits that focus on a single person’s 
circumstances rather than a broader analysis 
of the benefits and risks of a product. Such 
lawsuits can undermine an agency’s carefully 
reasoned decisions and public safety.

Early Rewards for the Plaintiffs’ Bar
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Plaintiffs’ lawyers view nearly any 
government regulation, no matter how 
detailed, as merely providing a “minimum 
standard.” Full compliance with the law, 
in their view, should still leave the door 
wide open to lawsuits and the potential for 
punitive damage awards.19 AAJ’s ongoing 
war against preemption rages in Congress, 
the courts, and the Administration.

The Initial Lobbying Effort
Even before President Obama took office, 
there was a substantial lobbying effort by 
the plaintiffs’ bar and its allies to eliminate 
federal preemption of state tort law.

In the waning days of the Bush 
Administration, the plaintiffs’ bar was 
already hard at work. The very month of 
the 2008 general election, the Center 
for Progressive Reform, with support 
from AAJ, published a report intended 
to influence the new president entitled, 
“Limiting Federal Agency Preemption: 
Recommendations for a New Federalism 
Executive Order.”20 At the same time, the 
Center also published a separate report, 
urging the new president, “by the stroke 
of a presidential pen,” to assert a strong 
presumption against preemption, particularly 
with respect to tort claims, and to impose 
new hurdles before an agency may find 
that its regulations, not state law, govern a 
health or safety issue.21  In January 2009, 
AAJ sent President Obama’s transition 
team a detailed agenda for overturning 
preemption by federal agencies and 
stopping such assertions in the future.22

The President Responds
In response to the lawsuit industry, the 
Administration acted quickly after taking office.

First, the President issued a memorandum 
to agency heads cautioning them against 
asserting preemption.23 The May 2009 
memorandum instructed agencies that they 
should not address the preemptive effect 
of regulations unless expressly stated in 
the text of the regulation itself. Agencies 
were also warned to refrain from asserting 
that their regulations preempt state law 
in the text of their regulations. The memo 
charged agencies with undertaking a 10-
year retrospective review of government 
regulations that contained a preemptive 
element for the purpose of potentially 
reversing such positions.

Two former general counsels of the Office 
of Management and Budget (OMB) pointed 
out the flaws in the anti-preemption policy 
reflected in the Executive Memorandum. 
In an op-ed in the Washington Post, they 
cautioned:

  It may all sound very technical, but the 
consequences of Obama’s new policy 
are broad and serious. When federal 
health and safety regulators issue rules, 
they base them on scientific analysis 
and conduct cost-benefit analyses of 
their overall impact. By contrast, state 
court juries may establish rules based 
on the unusual facts of a single case 
that could have terribly detrimental 
implications if applied more broadly. 

Early Rewards for the Plaintiffs’ Bar
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It is important, therefore, that the 
work of government health and safety 
experts has actual legal effect and 
not be just for “show.” Taxpayers are 
footing the bill for these regulators, and 
the national standards they issue are 
supposed to be effective and binding.24

Second, President Obama reinstituted and 
funded the Administrative Conference of 
the United States (ACUS) in March 2010. 
Among its first projects was to explore 
the issue of agency preemption of state 
tort law. In fact, the ACUS’s very first 
recommendation, issued in December 
2010, addressed “Agency Procedures for 
Considering Preemption of State Law.”25 
Initially, the Committee appeared poised 
to take an aggressive anti-preemption 
position. It retained Catherine Sharkey as a 
consultant, a respected N.Y.U. law professor 
who was already on record as critical of 
agency preemption, to draft its report.26 
Ultimately, the ACUS approved a series 
of largely procedural recommendations 
intended to require agencies to closely 
consider any proposed regulation that may 
have a preemptive effect on state law.27 
It also recommended that the Office of 
Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA), 
a part of OMB, police agency compliance 
with the 10-year retrospective review of 
preemptive rulemaking.28

Agencies Reverse Course
Following the issuance of the Executive 
Memorandum, NHTSA abruptly changed 
course in two rulemakings in which it had 
found preemption necessary to protect 
public safety. In the first, NHTSA reversed 
its finding that its strengthened roof crush 
resistance standards preempted state law. 
In 2005, NHTSA carefully explained why it 
believed that tort claims “requiring a more 
stringent level of roof crush resistance for all 
vehicles could increase rollover propensity of 
many vehicles and thereby create offsetting 
adverse safety consequences.”29 

Four years later, and four months after a new 
administration, NHTSA did a 180-degree 
turn. Upon President Obama naming Charles 
Hurley to head NHTSA, AAJ called on 
the Administration to remove preemption 
language from the regulation, permitting 
unrestricted lawsuits.30 One month later, 
the agency offered a two-sentence 
explanation for reversing its position: “We 
have reconsidered the tentative position 
presented in the NPRM [Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking]. We do not foresee any 
potential State tort requirements that might 
conflict with today’s final rule.”31

NHTSA took the same approach with respect 
to a 2008 regulation mandating a certain 
number of seat belts in vehicles based on a 
calculation of the passenger space available. 
Earlier, NHTSA cautioned that requiring more 
seat belts than mandated by its calculation 

Early Rewards for the Plaintiffs’ Bar
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would reduce safety because cramped 
seating discourages the use of seatbelts 
by everyone.32 Nevertheless, future tort 
claims may suggest that particular cars are 
defective because they should have included 
additional seatbelts than that required by 
NHTSA. For that reason, NHTSA found such 
claims should be preempted. In response 
to a petition filed by AAJ33 just fourteen 
months later, NHTSA reversed its position.34 
The agency’s explanation for this wild U-turn 
was only that it now found such conflicts 
“unlikely,” speculating that manufacturers 
would reduce seat width or install an 
impediment or void in vehicles rather 
than undertake the additional expenses of 
providing an additional seat belt.35

Other agencies also changed course, such 
as the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) with respect to the 
design, labeling, and use of respirators in the 
workplace at the direct request of AAJ36 and 
the Mine Safety and Health Administration 
(MSHA) with respect to the safety of miners 
during an emergency.37 More recently, 
OSHA gave plaintiffs’ lawyers a gift when 

it made what it characterized as “two small 
changes” to a pending regulation.38 Just 
before issuance, OSHA amended a provision 
that had for nearly two decades recognized 
that comprehensive federal regulations 
preempted state legal obligations regarding 
chemical labeling. Instead, OSHA restricted 
preemption to “legislative or regulatory 
enactments” and eliminated the regulation’s 
reference to preemption “through any court 
or agency.”39 In other words, OSHA carved 
out the ability of the plaintiffs’ bar to bring 
lawsuits. These eleventh-hour changes were 
not included in the proposed regulation, 
raised in subsequent public comments, or 
considered in public hearings during the 
five years of development of the rule.40 
Unsurprisingly, AAJ defended the change 
when it was challenged in court.41

Regardless of the merits of whether 
preemption should or should not apply 
in such instances, it is disconcerting that 
agencies, in response to plaintiffs’ lawyer 
lobbying, have reversed positions related 
to public health and safety so quickly, so 
casually, and with so little explanation.

Early Rewards for the Plaintiffs’ Bar
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Turning Trial Lawyer Lead into Gold 
Call for Medical Liability Reform Becomes a Trial Bar Gift

In a speech to a Joint Session of Congress, while seeking support 
for healthcare reform, President Obama acknowledged what 
many medical professionals have said for years: excessive liability 
leads doctors to protect themselves by engaging in “defensive 
medicine,” which raises the cost of healthcare for all Americans. 
While President Obama did not view liability reform as a “silver 
bullet,” he suggested it was one of a range of ideas that could 
improve the system.42 He then put a former trial lawyer lobbyist 
in charge of studying the issue and developing reform options. 
The resulting studies, paid for by tax dollars, point to a variety of 
“causes” of medical liability and its costs. Remarkably, the studies 
do not point to the obvious need for substantive liability reform—
another underground victory for the trial lawyers.

Prior to joining the Administration 
and serving as both the Governor and 
Insurance Commissioner of Kansas, 
former Health and Human Services (HHS) 
Secretary Kathleen Sebelius served 
for nearly a decade as the executive 
director of the Kansas Trial Lawyers 
Association. In September 2009, President 
Obama directed Secretary Sebelius to 
consider the merits of medical liability 
reform options. In a memorandum 
entitled, “Demonstration Grants for 
the Development, Implementation, and 
Evaluation of Alternatives to the Current 
Medical Liability System,” President Obama 

stated, “[W]e must ensure that patients are 
compensated in a fair and timely manner 
for medical injuries, while also reducing 
the incidence of frivolous lawsuits. And we 
must work to reduce liability premiums.”43

There was a sense of cautious optimism 
that President Obama’s commitment to 
examining the issue might bolster the 
chance for federal medical liability reform. 
The Administration could finally propose 
or endorse measures designed to ease 
the fear of doctors that an unexpected 
or unfortunate outcome would result in a 
lawsuit and an unwarranted or excessive 

Early Rewards for the Plaintiffs’ Bar
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damage award or settlement. It could urge 
Congress to adopt laws that would allow 
doctors to more closely focus on diagnosing 
and treating patients, rather than reducing 
the risk of lawsuits. The Administration might 
build support for measures that would help 
doctors afford to serve patients by practicing 
in high-risk specialties, rather than avoid 
certain practices or states as a result of the 
cost of medical liability insurance premiums.

The Administration went in none of these 
directions. Rather, it used the demonstration 
project proposal as a convenient way to claim 
that it addressed medical liability reform 
in the 2,000-page Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act when it was signed into 
law on March 23, 2010, even through the bill 
contained no meaningful change. What the 
bill did was authorize HHS to allocate up to 
$50 million in demonstration grant money 
to states for development, implementation, 
and evaluation of alternatives to current 
tort litigation over a five-year period.44 
That money would ultimately be used for 
everything but considering the effectiveness 
of liability reform.

Evidence Supporting Liability Reform
As the Secretary went about her task of 
considering potential healthcare reforms, 
evidence of the value of addressing medical 
liability mounted.

President Obama’s bipartisan National 
Commission on Fiscal Responsibility and 
Reform issued a report in late 2010 that 
expressed support for many medical liability 
reforms, including modifying the collateral 
source rule, imposing a one- to three-year 
statute of limitations, eliminating joint and 

several liability, creating specialized “health 
courts,” and providing doctors who follow 
best practices with a “safe haven” from 
liability.45 Many of the members also felt 
that limiting subjective pain and suffering 
awards and capping punitive damages in 
medical liability cases should be explored.46 
The Commission found that medical liability 
reform would have saved taxpayers $2 billion 
in 2015 and $17 billion through 2020.47

Three months later, the Congressional 
Budget Office (CBO) conservatively 
estimated that nationwide implementation 
of medical liability reforms would reduce 
federal budget deficits by $62.4 billion 
over 10 years.48 The CBO found that 
because employers would pay less for 
health insurance for employees, more of 
their employees’ compensation would be 
in the form of taxable wages and other 
fringe benefits, leading to an additional 
$12.9 billion in federal revenue over the 
next 10 years.49 Medical liability reform 
would reduce discretionary spending on 
federal programs by about $1.6 billion over a 
decade, according to the CBO.50

In addition to reducing the deficit, the CBO 
found that medical liability reform would lead 
to lower medical liability premiums.51 As a 
result, patients would benefit from lower 
prices for healthcare services.52 Reducing 
liability pressures would lead doctors to 
engage in less defensive medicine, saving 
the cost of expensive but unnecessary 
services, the CBO said.53 Estimates of 
the annual nationwide costs of defensive 
medicine conservatively begin at $50 billion.54 
Other credible studies place the cost of 
defensive medicine closer to $200 billion,55  
or more.56

Early Rewards for the Plaintiffs’ Bar
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Turning Trial Lawyer Lead Into Gold
Despite her history of working for the trial 
lawyers, Secretary Sebelius said she was up 
to the task of evaluating potential medical 
liability reforms. “I think I am just the 
person to do it, because I think I understand 
the system of litigation very well,” she 
responded to the concern. “[T]here are lots 
of strategies that we can put in place” to 
address defensive medicine, she added.57

To no one’s surprise, those strategies 
did not include liability reform. Sebelius 
initiated a “Patient Safety and Medical 
Liability Initiative,” which, in October 2009, 
solicited applications for demonstration 
projects that would develop and evaluate 
approaches that “put patient safety first and 
work to reduce preventable injuries; foster 
better communication between doctors 
and their patients; ensure that patients are 
compensated in a fair and timely manner 
for medical injuries, while also reducing 
the incidence of frivolous lawsuits; and 
reduce liability premiums.”58 Applicants, 
HHS said, would “have wide discretion and 
flexibility in designing their patient safety 

and medical liability innovations” to meet 
these goals. One month later, HHS issued a 
“clarification” instructing potential applicants 
that “[a]pplications that do not address both 
patient safety/risk management and medical 
liability will not be considered responsive.”59 
HHS had sent the message that proposals 
focusing on the effectiveness of liability 
reform were not welcome. The agency 
would only read applications that included 
studies of patient safety or healthcare 
management, any of which would arguably 
only indirectly impact liability.

Before the ink had dried on the request 
for proposals, HHS used its newfound 
authority to give the trial bar another gift, a 
U.S. government-endorsed report casting 
doubt on the effectiveness of numerous 
medical liability reforms adopted by the 
states.60 The authors were intellectually 
honest in acknowledging “there are 
studies that support the finding that tort 
reforms affect malpractice costs” and 
“there is evidence that tort reforms affect 
the frequency and severity of malpractice 
awards.”61 But the report instead focused 
on “limitations” of some prior studies.62 
The HHS study characterized evidence that 
liability reforms reduce insurance rates as 
“anecdotal.”63 It cast a shadow on liability 
reforms, calling their effect on patient 
safety “inconclusive” and in need of “more 
research.”64 The agency reached these 
conclusions after just three months of study.

Ultimately, HHS awarded $19.7 million in 
funding for seven demonstration projects.65 
None of these projects funded by HHS 
considered the many types of reforms 
that have proven effective in states across 

“ Estimates of the annual 
nationwide costs of defensive 
medicine conservatively begin 
at $50 billion. Other credible 
studies place the cost of 
defensive medicine closer to 
$200 billion, or more.”

Early Rewards for the Plaintiffs’ Bar
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the country in focusing the legal system 
on cases with merit, reducing liability 
premiums, and protecting the public’s 
access to specialists.

The HHS-selected projects instead focused 
on preventing medical errors, disclosing 
possible negligence to patients, and 
discussing adverse outcomes with patients 
and their families.66 Only one project, 
which involved use of alternative dispute 
resolution, directly considered medical 
malpractice litigation. That project explored 
whether judges in the state’s specialized 
courts for addressing medical malpractice 
claims can more quickly lead the parties 
to settlement by taking an active role 
in negotiations.67 Most of the projects 
concluded in 2014.68 HHS’s Agency for 
Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) is 
expected to release the final results before 
President Obama’s term ends, providing 
another opportunity for the Administration 
to give a parting gift to the trial bar. The 
demonstration projects are likely to suggest 
that the best way to reduce medical liability 
costs is to enhance programs to teach 
doctors about medical safety, not curb 
meritless lawsuits or excessive liability.

No Sign Of Movement
To date, the Administration has not 
proposed or supported any substantive 
medical liability reforms. This is unfortunate, 
but not unexpected. Medical malpractice 
litigation is big business for the plaintiffs’ 
bar. AAJ has consistently opposed medical 
liability reform proposals in Congress with 
its own lobbyists and outside firms.69

At best, the demonstration projects could 
provide lessons that, if implemented, may 
indirectly reduce litigation or lead to faster 
settlements. At worst, the plaintiffs’ bar 
may use the taxpayer-funded studies as a 
tool to block medical liability reform efforts 
not only in Congress, but also in the states. 
The plaintiffs’ bar also may use the studies 
to suggest that doctor carelessness or a 
lack of communication among healthcare 
providers, not lawsuits and excessive 
liability, are to blame for the medical 
malpractice liability problem.

Thus, the only thing demonstrated by 
HHS’s “demonstration projects” is that trial 
lawyers can get their way, even in the face 
of bipartisan calls for liability reform.

“ The demonstration projects are likely to suggest that 
the best way to reduce medical liability costs is to enhance 
programs to teach doctors about medical safety, not curb 
meritless lawsuits or excessive liability.”

Early Rewards for the Plaintiffs’ Bar
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More Lawsuits, Less Arbitration 
AAJ Works to Chip Away at Binding Pre-Dispute 
Arbitration through Executive Branch Lobbying

A top legislative priority of the plaintiffs’ bar is to prevent consumers 
and businesses from agreeing to resolve disputes that may arise 
between them through binding arbitration. Congress, however, has 
repeatedly rejected AAJ’s proposals, prompting an effort within the 
Executive Branch to limit required arbitration in specific types of 
contracts. There, AAJ has had a series of successes, including an 
Executive Order limiting the use of binding pre-dispute arbitration by 
government contractors and a Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
(CFPB) study that could lead to broader regulation of arbitration 
provisions in consumer financial services contracts. Most recently, 
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) tucked an 
anti-arbitration provision in a proposed overhaul of nursing home 
regulations, which could achieve a long-sought AAJ goal.

Few issues are as fundamental to AAJ’s 
agenda than the elimination of binding 
pre-dispute arbitration in employment and 
consumer contracts. The issue impacts 
virtually every AAJ member because having 
disputes resolved through an arbitration 
process that is often less costly and faster 
than traditional litigation is less lucrative for 
plaintiffs’ lawyers. For years, AAJ has argued 
that individuals should not have the ability to 
enter agreements providing for arbitration, 
even if it means lower prices for countless 
products and services and provides an 
easier, fairer, way to resolve disputes. AAJ’s 

position is contrary to longstanding federal 
law favoring dispute arbitration. For nearly a 
century, the Federal Arbitration Act and U.S. 
Supreme Court decisions have recognized 
arbitration agreements as “valid, irrevocable 
and enforceable.”70

Legislation Goes 
Nowhere in Congress
One of AAJ’s early proposals to limit the use 
of binding pre-dispute arbitration was the 
Arbitration Fairness Act.71 This legislation, for 
which the organization has lobbied consistently 

Recent Plaintiffs’ Bar Favors
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for almost a decade, would broadly invalidate 
any pre-dispute arbitration provision of 
an employment or consumer contract.72 
The legislation has broadened over time 
to invalidate contract provisions requiring 
arbitration of any antitrust or civil rights 
dispute.73 The bill has failed to gain traction in 
the past four Congresses; no version of it has 
ever passed either the House or Senate under 
the control of either party.

Undeterred, AAJ modified its lobbying strategy 
to pursue more targeted legislation that would 
bar required arbitration of disputes involving 
parties perceived as vulnerable or sympathetic. 
This effort has included proposals such as 
the Fairness in Nursing Home Arbitration 
Act, which would generally prohibit the use 
of binding pre-dispute arbitration provisions 
in nursing home contracts,74 and multiple 
bills that would restrict the enforcement of 
binding pre-dispute arbitration provisions 
in agreements involving military service 
members.75

AAJ fashioned these narrower proposals 
as the proverbial camel’s nose under the 
tent, hoping for still broader restrictions on 
arbitration. But AAJ’s Plan B, gradually chipping 
away at binding pre-dispute arbitration, has 
also largely failed to advance in Congress.

AAJ Lobbies Adminstration 
for Executive Order 
After years of unsuccessful attempts to 
convince Congress to ban the use of binding 
pre-dispute arbitration, AAJ has gone 
underground, pushing the Administration to 
give it what it wants.76

In July 2014, AAJ’s efforts bore fruit in the 
form of President Obama’s Fair Pay and Safe 
Workplaces Executive Order.77 This Order 
prohibits companies with federal contracts 
of $1 million or more from requiring use of 

arbitration for employment disputes arising 
out of alleged discrimination or sexual assault 
or harassment. Rather, the Order states that 
government contractors may only seek consent 
to arbitration after a dispute arises. AAJ 
heralded the Order as “a tremendous victory.”78

By establishing such a requirement through 
an Executive Order, AAJ could bypass 
Congress and directly affect how thousands 
of government contractors, including many of 
the nation’s largest employers,79 draw up their 
employment contracts.80 This direct action 
could, in turn, pressure other private employers 
to limit their use of binding pre-dispute 
arbitration provisions and potentially change 
industry-wide employment policies.

The head of the employment law section at 
Baron and Budd, a prominent plaintiffs’ firm 
whose members have held leadership roles 
with AAJ, declared the Order “not just a little 
step, it was a big step” toward eliminating 
arbitration of employment disputes.81 That 
lawyer referred to the Fair Pay and Safe 
Workplaces Order as “a profound piece 
of legislation,” inadvertently recognizing 
that AAJ had achieved a legislative goal 
unattainable through Congress via the Obama 
Administration.82 Soon after adoption of the 
Executive Order, Charles Lovelace, a labor-

“Undeterred, AAJ modified 
its lobbying strategy to pursue 
more targeted legislation that 
would bar required arbitration 
of disputes involving parties 
perceived as vulnerable or 
sympathetic.”
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union lobbyist who has visited the White 
House over 100 times since 2010, disclosed 
advocating in support of the Executive Order 
for AAJ.83

Most recently, AAJ continued its celebration 
with the Department of Labor proposed 
guidance, and the Federal Acquisition 
Regulatory (FAR) Council issuance of a 
proposed rule, which would implement the 
Order.84 Indeed, the Administration’s actions 
could have AAJ’s desired effect of providing a 
predicate for broader attempts to restrict the 
use of binding pre-dispute arbitration.

CFPB Study May Be Precursor  
to Regulation
Another byproduct of AAJ’s failed efforts 
to drive legislation that either broadly or 
selectively bars the use of binding pre-dispute 
arbitration has been to push federal agencies 
to adopt regulations that would have the 
same practical effect as legislation. AAJ views 
the CFPB as an important federal agency 
in this regard given its potential authority to 
adopt new anti-arbitration rules governing 
consumer financial agreements.85 

In the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act of 2010, Congress 
authorized the CFPB to study the use of 
binding pre-dispute arbitration provisions 
in consumer financial agreements, and 
to provide a report to Congress.86 AAJ 
lobbied Congress for such an agency 
study, recognizing its potential to result in 
rulemakings that might bar or restrict the 
use of binding pre-dispute arbitration. AAJ 
has since lobbied the CFPB with the goal 
of having the agency oppose the use of 
required arbitration in any consumer financial 
agreement.87

During the CFPB’s development of its 
arbitration study, AAJ filed multiple comments 

with respect to its proposed scope, methods, 
and data sources.88 AAJ’s purpose in doing so 
was to devise a study with a pre-determined 
outcome that glossed over the benefits 
of pre-dispute arbitration in terms of cost, 
convenience, and efficiency for the parties, 
and focused only on the arguments of those 
in favor of more litigation. 

In March 2015, the CFPB released a 728-
page arbitration study.89 While purporting to 
be empirical, the report has a noticeably anti-
arbitration slant. For example, the study finds 
that consumers may recover less through 
arbitration than litigation, even though a 
growing body of evidence shows that few 
consumers even file claims for recovery in a 
class action and those that do usually receive 
miniscule amounts.90 Concern expressed in 
the CFPB study that arbitration may make 
consumers less likely to bring claims is 
rebutted by the Financial Industry Regulatory 
Authority’s (FINRA) arbitration program, 
in which investors resolve thousands of 
complaints each year, and receive significant 
sums.91 The CFPB study does recognize that 
consumers obtain relief through arbitration 
much faster than class action litigation, five 
months versus two years, but gives short 
shrift to the importance to consumers of quick 
resolution.92

AAJ recognizes the CFPB study as a vital 
step toward its ultimate goal of convincing 
regulators to bar or limit the use of pre-dispute 
arbitration in consumer financial agreements. 
The study is expected to be a precursor to at 
least some form of agency regulatory effort.93 
Immediately after the study’s release, AAJ 
(through its affiliated “Take Justice Back” 
campaign) began a grassroots letter writing 
campaign directed at CFPB Director Richard 
Cordray.94 In July 2015, Director Cordray 
indicated to Congress that his agency is 
indeed “moving ahead” with a rulemaking 
effort targeting arbitration.95   
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CMS Slips Anti-Arbitration Provision 
in Nursing Home Regulation Overhaul 

AAJ has lobbied Congress to enact the 
Fairness in Nursing Home Arbitration Act 
since 2008, and continues to do so,96 
even though the legislation has not been 
reintroduced in Congress since 2012.97 
Frustration in achieving this legislative goal 
through Congress likely led AAJ to refocus 
on the Executive Branch. AAJ has indicated 
that it is broadly lobbying on the issue 
of “arbitration clauses in nursing home 
residency contracts,”98 without indicating 
any specific legislation.

The focus of its lobbying was likely CMS. 
In July 2015, CMS released a proposed rule 
that would overhaul regulations governing 
long-term care facilities.99 Tucked into that 
lengthy document is an anti-arbitration 
provision. The proposed rule would place 
significant constraints on the use of 
such agreements by nursing homes and 
create new grounds for challenging their 
enforceability. CMS has also indicated that 
it would consider taking an even more 
restrictive approach that would prohibit 
long-term care facilities from using binding 
pre-dispute arbitration altogether—precisely 
what the Fairness in Nursing Home 
Arbitration Act would accomplish—and 
has invited comments suggesting the 
agency take this path.100 The proposed 
rule, therefore, provides AAJ with a major 
opportunity to bypass Congress and achieve 
its goal of restricting or barring the use of 
binding pre-dispute arbitration in nursing 
home contracts.

Executive Branch Successes Used 
to Rejuvenate Legislative Efforts 
AAJ’s lobbying successes both with the 
Administration and the CFPB have provided 
new momentum for the organization’s 
lobbying in Congress. AAJ continues to lobby 
in support of broad proposals such as the 
Arbitration Fairness Act and more targeted 
proposals such as the Servicemember 
Employment Protection Act.101 The 
organization has also expanded these efforts 
to include several newer bills. 

In the 114th Congress, AAJ has reported 
lobbying on The Investor Choice Act, which 
would amend securities laws to restrict 
the use of binding pre-dispute arbitration 
provisions in agreements between customers 
and a securities broker or dealer.102 The 
organization has additionally lobbied for the 
A Voice for Victims Act, which would render 
unenforceable any employer’s binding pre-
dispute arbitration of a civil tort claim arising 
out of rape.103 AAJ’s legislative strategy, again, 
has been to target vulnerable parties, such as 
those who have been victims of sexual abuse 
or who have allegedly been taken advantage 
of when receiving investment advice. 

At the same time, AAJ is likely continuing to 
work behind the scenes to find ways to restrict 
the use of binding pre-dispute arbitration 
through the activities of other federal agencies. 
Each victory within the Executive Branch can, 
in turn, make more palatable AAJ’s desired 
end game of prohibiting completely the use 
of what it characterizes as “dangerous” 
contract provisions.104 The fact that numerous 
studies have shown the benefits for many 
consumers of required arbitration provisions 
appears to be of little consequence to AAJ;105 
the organization seems bent on expanding 
litigation opportunities for its members.
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Avoiding the Bill for Repaying Medicare  
CMS Withdraws Rule that Would Require Plaintiffs to  
Repay Taxpayer-Funded Future Medical Expenses

When a Medicare beneficiary is injured, the Medicare program 
often steps in to make conditional payments of medical expenses, 
even though the beneficiary might later receive funds from 
other sources. Under the Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP) law, 
Medicare is able to recoup those conditional payments from 
settlements or judgments paid to its beneficiary. The Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) is charged with developing 
rules for how these repayments are handled, including who is 
expected to ultimately reimburse Medicare and for how much. For 
years, AAJ has lobbied CMS to ensure that such reimbursement 
rules do not end up taking money out of plaintiffs’ lawyer pockets.

AAJ has charged both its in-house team of 
lobbyists and at least three outside lobbying 
firms with ensuring that CMS does not 
adopt rules that could impair the recoveries 
of the organization’s plaintiffs’ lawyer 
members.106 This lesser known government 
agency makes the rules for how the MSP 
reimbursement system operates.107 AAJ’s 
quiet lobbying efforts have been successful 
in pressuring CMS to withdraw a key MSP 
rule proposal involving reimbursement 
of future medical expenses by Medicare 
beneficiaries.108

MSP System’s Basic Purpose and Rules
The MSP Act was adopted in 1980 as a 
means to protect the fiscal solvency of 
the Medicare program.109 It provides a way 
for Medicare to facilitate medical care for 
elderly beneficiaries through the program by 
making conditional payments to healthcare 
providers for medical expenses that the 
federal government can later recover 
from insurers or other entities that bear 
the “primary” payment responsibility.110 
Through subsequent amendments to the 
MSP Act, Congress requires parties in 
litigation to notify CMS of any judgments, 
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payments, or settlements involving 
Medicare beneficiaries and authorizes 
CMS to recover taxpayer dollars Medicare 
spends as a “secondary” payer.111

Although this reimbursement system 
may appear relatively straightforward, 
it can be challenging to implement in 
practice. The existence of multiple types 
of insurance, different liability and workers’ 
compensation programs, and the potential 
liability of defendant tortfeasors can make 
the determination of who needs to report 
or repay Medicare’s expenses uncertain. 
In addition, repayment amounts may not 
always be clear, particularly when a future 
medical expense is at issue. CMS’s role is 
to help streamline this process by providing 
greater clarity for each party’s obligations.112 

AAJ has assembled a small army of lobbyists 
dedicated to steering MSP initiatives in a way 
that benefits the financial interests of plaintiffs’ 
lawyers.113 Since mid-2013, the organization’s 
largest retainer with an outside lobbying firm 
has been exclusive to MSP issues.114

AAJ’s ‘Huge’ Lobbying Victory 
on CMS’s Withdrawn Proposed 
Future Medicals Rule
For years, AAJ has had an interest in how 
CMS would determine amounts of future 
medical expenses (often referred to as 
“future medicals”) that litigants must repay 
to Medicare. Determining the amount and 
responsibility for these potentially nebulous 
future costs is a major issue for AAJ’s 
plaintiffs’ lawyer members because it may 
require splitting a portion of a settlement or 
judgment with the government. As a result, 
lawyers’ contingency fees may be reduced.

CMS began developing regulations to 
address the topic of future medicals in 
mid-2012 by issuing an Advanced Notice 
of Proposed Rulemaking.115 The agency 
proposed a series of options, each of which 
would place responsibility on the beneficiary 
(and his or her lawyer) to account for and 
repay future medicals. Businesses and their 
insurers generally supported the proposed 
rule because it could provide more clarity in 
the settlement of claims and facilitate the 
finality of litigation.116

AAJ, however, submitted lengthy comments 
in opposition to this proposed rulemaking.117 
In fact, the organization challenged CMS’s 
basic authority to require reimbursement of 
future medical expenses.118 AAJ also argued 
that it was “possibly impossible to develop an 
adequate policy” regarding future medicals, 
so CMS should refrain from even trying.119

“ Since mid-2013, the 
organization’s largest 
retainer with an outside 
lobbying firm has been 
exclusive to MSP issues.”
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In October 2014, after over two years of 
consideration (and persistent AAJ lobbying), 
CMS abruptly withdrew its proposed rule for 
future medicals.120 The trial lawyers heralded 
this decision as a “huge victory that AAJ 
achieved.”121 The organization said it “lobbied 
hard against the proposed rule” and boasted 
that there is presently no rule pending that 
would require AAJ’s members to repay the 
Medicare program for conditional payments 
of future medicals.122

Withdrawal of the rule is a disappointment 
to litigants, insurers, and those attorneys 
who are looking for clarity from CMS so 
they can fairly and efficiently settle litigation 
involving future medical expenses. AAJ’s 
lobbying victory may also come at the 
expense of taxpayers, who are left to make 
up the shortfall in monies advanced to 
Medicare beneficiaries for future medical 
expenses that are never repaid.

AN MSP EXEMPTION 
FOR ASBESTOS TRUSTS
In 2009, Joe Rice, a founding member 
of one of the largest plaintiffs’ law firms, 
Motley Rice, had a private meeting 
with HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius 
and the agency’s legal counsel.123 The 
goal: obtain an exemption from the 
MSP reporting obligations for asbestos 
personal injury trusts.

Companies that have entered 
bankruptcy due to asbestos litigation 
transfer their assets to these trusts 
to pay asbestos claims. The trusts, 
whose trustees are plaintiffs’ lawyers, 
pay out billions each year to asbestos 
claimants who meet basic medical and 
exposure criteria.

Soon after the meeting with Mr. Rice, 
Secretary Sebelius granted his wish.  
She issued a letter interpreting the 
MSP law as inapplicable to asbestos 
trusts, relieving the trusts of any 
reporting obligation.124 

As a result, unlike in settlements of 
ordinary personal injury litigation, 
trusts that pay asbestos claims have 
no obligation to report payments that 
could be used to reimburse Medicare.
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Protecting the Litigation Status Quo 
Agency Inaction Allows Abusive Lawsuits to Continue 
Unimpeded

Federal agencies, when presented with opportunities to give 
needed clarity to regulatory obligations, have chosen to sit on the 
sidelines. Such foot dragging, despite calls for federal intervention, 
does not serve consumers. It protects and defends the business 
of the plaintiffs’ bar, which takes advantage of ambiguity and 
confusion in the law to bring an endless string of lucrative 
lawsuits. Recent FDA and FCC actions provide prime examples.

FDA Keeps the “All Natural”  
Gravy Train on the Tracks
In recent years, there has been a surge 
of consumer class actions targeting food 
products.125 These lawsuits are driven by a 
relatively small cadre of plaintiffs’ attorneys.126 
A review of the litigation makes some names 
quite familiar, indicating that some law 
firms recycle the same individuals to serve 
as representative plaintiffs in class actions 
brought against different manufacturers for 
different types of food products.127 Thus far, it 
appears that manufacturers have settled each 
lawsuit that a judge has not been willing to 
dismiss rather than undertake the expense 
of a trial and risk of liability.128 When cases 
settle, the lawyers who bring the claims may 
receive millions in fees.129 Those whom the 
lawyers purportedly represent, consumers 

who may have been perfectly happy with 
their purchase, find themselves eligible for 
coupons, freebies, or a small check that may 
not be worth the effort to cash or deposit.

The most popular style of these claims 
alleges that a product is misleadingly 
advertised as “natural.” Because consumers 
may have different views of what is natural, 
and because federal law does not define 
the term,130 there are myriad possibilities 
for lawsuits. For example, plaintiffs’ lawyers 
say that numerous products do not qualify 
as natural because ingredients such as 
soy, wheat, corn, and canola are often 
genetically-modified.131 They even claim that 
orange juice is not natural because of the 
way it is processed. The near inevitability of 
such lawsuits has led several companies to 
stop using the term altogether.132
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In 2013, two federal judges entered 
six-month stays and another judge 
administratively terminated claims alleging 
that manufacturers could not label products 
as natural when they contain genetically-
modified ingredients.133 The judges took 
the highly uncommon step of asking the 
FDA—pleading with it—to address the issue 
so that they could consider the lawsuits in a 
rational and consistent manner.134

In a January 2014 letter directed to the 
judges, plaintiffs’ lawyers, and defendants, 
an FDA official “respectfully declined” to 
answer.135 Leslie Kux, the FDA’s Assistant 
Commissioner for Policy responded that 
defining “natural” would require the FDA to 
examine the “relevant science; consumer 
preferences, perceptions, and beliefs; the vast 
array of modern food production technologies 
in addition to genetic engineering (e.g., use of 
different types of fertilizer, growth promotion 
drugs, animal husbandry methods); the 
myriad food processing methods (e.g., 
nanotechnology, thermal technologies, 
pasteurization, irradiation); and any strictures 
flowing from the First Amendment.”136 This 
was too complex for the FDA’s experts 
to take on, even as courts are repeatedly 
called upon to do so in a haphazard way in 
individual lawsuits.

Ms. Kux, who was among the officials who 
met with AAJ lobbyists prior to the FDA’s 
release of a proposed rule expanding the 
liability of generic drug makers,137 concluded 
that, “in a world with limited resources” and 
given the agency’s higher priorities, the FDA 
would not define “natural.”138 AAJ lobbied 

against legislation, introduced soon after the 
FDA’s non-answer, that would have directed 
the FDA to set standards for natural claims 
on food labels.139

The gap left by the FDA’s unwillingness to 
act leaves the plaintiffs’ lawyer litigation 
gravy train chugging along the tracks. The 
informal letter virtually eliminated the ability 
of food makers to assert defenses such 
as “primary jurisdiction” (that the court 
should defer to a federal agency charged 
with regulating the conduct) or federal 
preemption (that the federal standard 
precludes conflicting obligation imposed 
through state law) in numerous “all natural” 
class actions. Plaintiffs’ lawyers will continue 
to bring such claims on behalf of consumers 
who were not misled, bought the product 
for reasons unrelated to such labeling, and 
enjoyed their food and drinks.

“ The gap left by the 
FDA’s unwillingness to 
act leaves the plaintiffs’ 
lawyer litigation gravy 
train chugging along 
the tracks.”
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The FCC Finally Picks Up the Phone,  
and the News is Not Good
Plaintiffs’ lawyers have transformed a law 
enacted in 1991 to address aggressive cold-
call telemarketing into one that generates 
“gotcha” claims against well-intentioned 
companies attempting only to communicate 
with their own customers.142 And the 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC), 
which is in a position to clarify the law’s 
application and stem abusive litigation, has 
delayed and only made the situation worse.

The Telephone Consumer Protection Act 
(TCPA) has given rise to a new cottage 
litigation industry.143 While just 14 TCPA 
cases were filed in 2008, lawyers filed 
1,908 such suits in the first nine months of 
2014—an increase of 560%.144 Plaintiffs’ 
lawyers came to realize that the federal law 
provides the perfect combination of a private 
right of action, an uncapped per-violation 
(per call, text, or fax) penalty of $500 ($1,500 
for a “willful” or “knowing” violation), 
no affirmative defenses, and uncertain 
application since it was developed before 
widespread use of cell phones, caller ID, and 
routine reassignment of telephone numbers. 
These class actions have forced legitimate 
businesses that are simply trying to 
communicate with their customers to enter 
multi-million dollar settlements, providing big 
paydays for plaintiffs’ lawyers.145

Businesses turned to the FCC for 
assistance, urging the agency to explain 
how the archaic statute applies to today’s 
technology and clarify their obligations.146 
The FCC, however, was slow to act and 
left dozens of petitions pending, some for 
years,147 as the litigation continued.

The ultimate irony came when AAJ itself, 
after educating its members on bringing 
TCPA lawsuits,148 was hit with a TCPA suit 
in November 2014 by some of its own 
members. A Miami lawyer brought a claim 
against the organization after a third-party 
vendor sent faxes to AAJ members promoting 
its sponsored health insurance plan without 
including a required opt-out notice.149 

FATTENING LAWYER WALLETS? 
In June 2015, the FDA ordered the 
elimination of partially hydrogenated 
oils, the main source of trans fat, 
from food products within three years. 
The only group more thrilled than 
public health advocates are plaintiffs’ 
lawyers. Politico reports that  
“class-action attorneys are eager 
to use the ruling—before it takes 
effect—to file lawsuits against deep-
pocketed food companies that have 
continued to use trans fat, even as the 
rest of the industry has masterfully 
reduced its use of trans fat by some 
85 percent.”140 And according to DLA 
Piper’s food and beverage practice 
group co-chair Stefanie Fogel, “The 
class action lawyers have got their 
forks and knives out.”141
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AAJ is now among those asking the FCC to 
grant it a retroactive waiver of the opt-out 
requirement that would excuse its alleged 
infraction due to ambiguity in the law.150

AAJ has filed a motion to dismiss the 
federal class action lawsuit, arguing that the 
plaintiff “does not allege that he suffered 
any actual harm,” that the obligation 
to provide opt-out notices is subject to 
“considerable debate,” and that the FCC 
is “virtually certain” to grant AAJ’s waiver 
request.151 “To proceed with litigation at this 
time would not only create the potential 
for inconsistent rulings in TCPA cases and 
risk wasting the time and resources of the 
court and parties, it would also be highly 
prejudicial to defendants and provide no 
benefit to plaintiff,” the plaintiffs’ bar-turned- 
defendant wrote.152 U.S. District Court 
Judge James Lawrence King denied AAJ’s 
motion to dismiss on June 1, 2015, ordering 
discovery on whether the plaintiff ever 
consented to receive faxed advertisements, 
as AAJ claims and the plaintiff disputes.153 
Despite this experience, AAJ maintains its 
position that lawyers should have free rein 
to bring TCPA lawsuits.154

 

The FCC finally acted on 21 of the 
pending petitions by releasing an omnibus 
declaratory ruling on July 10, 2015,155 but 
the new rules are viewed as a potential 
gold mine for plaintiffs’ lawyers.156 The 
Commission issued the order along partisan 
lines with a 3-2 vote, and the rules became 
effective immediately upon publication and 
are retroactive in nature. In his dissent, 
FCC Commissioner Ajit Pai warned that 
the ruling will “make abuse of the TCPA 
much, much easier” and “the primary 
beneficiaries will be trial lawyers, not the 
American public.”157 FCC Commissioner 
Michael O’Rielly echoed these sentiments, 
pointing out how the new rules will not 
protect consumers from abusive robocalls 
made by bad actors, but will “penalize[ ] 
businesses and institutions acting in good 
faith to reach their customers using modern 
technologies.”158 Overall, the Commission 
action fails to distinguish between abusive 
telemarketers and businesses seeking 
to contact their customers for legitimate 
purposes. Additionally, the language used 
is often vague, confusing, and occasionally 
contradictory, leading to a growing concern 
that it will accelerate the growth of abusive 
and costly class action lawsuits.159

“ The ultimate irony came when AAJ itself, after 
educating its members on bringing TCPA lawsuits, 
was hit with one in November 2014.”
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Tax Breaks for Trial Lawyers 
AAJ Nearly Secured a Billion Dollar Boost from Treasury

After the plaintiffs’ bar repeatedly failed to convince Congress 
to change the Internal Revenue Code in a way that would save 
plaintiffs’ lawyers millions in taxes each year, AAJ stealthily 
focused its efforts on the Treasury Department. Had AAJ kept 
quiet, the tax break might be law today.

The Treasury Department, backed by 
federal courts,160 has consistently treated 
expenses advanced by plaintiffs’ lawyers 
during contingency fee litigation as loans 
to clients.161 These expenses become 
deductible as business expenses when 
the case concludes. They offset the 
taxable income from the lawyer’s share 
of a settlement or judgment. If the case 
results in no recovery, then the expenses 
incurred can be written off as a bad debt. 
This tax treatment recognizes that when a 
plaintiffs’ lawyer decides to take a case on 
a contingency fee basis, he or she has a 
high expectation of recovery. In most cases, 
expenses incurred in the litigation will be 
reimbursed by the client. Expenses incurred 
in litigation are not the type of “sunk costs” 
that businesses experience when purchasing 
office supplies, or paying salaries or rent.

The alternative sought by the plaintiffs’ bar 
is to allow contingency fee lawyers to not 
wait until the end of a case, but immediately 
deduct travel expenses, deposition costs, 
filing fees, and expert witness fees when 
incurred. The ability to immediately write 

off litigation expenses would make lengthy 
lawsuits more profitable for plaintiffs’ 
lawyers. It would particularly reward 
contingency fee lawyers who take on 
speculative cases that are likely to result in 
years of litigation and remove a deterrent 
from bringing marginal cases. It would 
require taxpayers to share the cost and risk 
of litigation.

The Above-Ground Effort Fails
In 2007, AAJ first reported lobbying 
Congress in support of several bills that 
would amend the Internal Revenue Code 
to allow a deduction for attorneys’ fees and 
costs advanced by plaintiffs’ lawyers to their 
clients.162 The late Senator Arlen Specter 
(R-Pennsylvania), known for his occasional 
support of the plaintiffs’ bar, introduced a bill 
that year, but it did not move forward.163 AAJ 
lobbyist Linda Lipsen (now the Association’s 
CEO) reportedly acknowledged to her 
members, “You cannot have a stand-alone 
bill to help lawyers . . . so we have to tuck it 
into something.”164
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That is precisely what AAJ worked with its 
allies in Congress to do. A provision that 
would have accomplished AAJ’s goal was 
slipped into the Energy and Tax Extenders 
Act of 2008, on page 156 of a 174-page 
bill, which included, among other items, 
tax credits for use of electric vehicles and 
wind energy.165 The Joint Committee on 
Taxation valued the AAJ-backed provision 
as benefiting plaintiffs’ lawyers and costing 
taxpayers approximately $1.57 billion over 
10 years.166

As the Wall Street Journal editorialized, 
“Allowing these big deductions now 
would mean that future reimbursements 
are taxed, but with some monster class 
actions, the lawyers could avoid the tax bill 
for a decade or more. Naturally, this would 
be an incentive to file more class-action 
suits, because the lawyers could write 
off their up-front expenditures to pursue 
them.”167 The package of tax reforms 
passed both chambers, but did not become 
law because differences between the two 
versions were not resolved.

By early 2009, AAJ had committed virtually 
its entire lobbying team to pushing for the tax 
break.168 It also engaged two outside lobbying 
firms to press the issue, Patton Boggs169 and 
the Palmetto Group.170 But the legislation 
lacked public support. Another stand-alone bill 
introduced that year went nowhere.171

The Underground Effort
As it became clear to AAJ that its above-
ground, light-of-day legislative efforts had little 
chance of success, the organization tunneled 
its way into the new Obama Administration 
by way of the Treasury Department. Trial 

lawyer lobbyists understood that if the 
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) reversed its 
longstanding interpretation of expenses 
incurred in contingency fee litigation as 
non-deductible loans to clients, such a 
regulatory change would be just as good as 
Congressional action.

AAJ had already laid the groundwork. 
Immediately after President Obama’s 
election, it provided the incoming 
administration with a plan for changing 
IRS policy.172 It asked the Administration 
to revise its “Attorneys Audit Technique 
Guide” and publish a memorandum to 
“clear up” the law.173

AAJ officials not only believed that 
they would be successful but, by 2010, 
predicted that success was imminent. At 
the organization’s annual meeting on July 
16, 2010, in Vancouver, British Columbia, 

“ In 2007, AAJ first 
reported lobbying 
Congress in support of 
several bills that would 
amend the Internal 
Revenue Code to allow a 
deduction for attorneys’ 
fees and costs advanced 
by plaintiffs’ lawyers to 
their clients.”
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its Director of Federal Relations, John 
Bowman, boasted that plaintiffs’ lawyers 
would have the desired deduction soon.174 
The summer conference presented a prime 
opportunity to tout AAJ’s lobbying prowess 
to members. A meeting attendee said that 
Bowman cautioned AAJ members not to 
go public with news that the rule change 
would soon be issued, for fear of rousing 
opposition.175 But the comment leaked, the 
media reported it, and a firestorm ensued 
over the billion dollar trial lawyer tax break 
negotiated behind closed doors.176

The Treasury Department refused to 
comment in response to inquiries from 
the media about Bowman’s ill-advised 
counting of chickens before they had 
hatched.177 “There is no public process for 
administrative rulings and really nothing else 
to comment on,” said Treasury Department 
spokeswoman Sandra Salstrom.178

The National Law Journal reported, 
however, that in April 2010, about three 
months before the AAJ conference, 
Senators Max Baucus (D-Montana) and 
Richard Durbin (D-Illinois) had sent a letter 
to the Treasury Department supporting 
the AAJ-sought change.179 In a May 6 
response, Assistant Secretary for Tax 
Policy Michael Mundaca confirmed that the 
agency was considering the issue.180 When 
the advocacy effort was revealed, the 
ranking members of the Senate Committee 
on Finance and House Committee on 
Ways and Means asked Secretary of the 
Treasury Timothy Geithner for, among other 
items, “[c]opies of all communications, 
including e-mails, letters and records of 
conversations between Treasury and 

outside parties regarding the issuance of 
such regulations or guidance.”181 They 
and other members of Congress who 
later wrote to the Department reportedly 
received no response.182

For its part, AAJ unapologetically owned up 
to the stealth advocacy effort. “Obviously, 
we are exploring all avenues to clarify this 
confusing tax code,” said Ray De Lorenzi, 
an AAJ spokesman, who refused to 
discuss any meetings or exchanges with 
agency officials.183

The Treasury Department has not moved 
forward on what could be called the Personal 
Injury Lawyers’ Enrichment Act, likely as a 
result of the sunlight and media scrutiny.

The Aftermath
Since the embarrassing disclosure of AAJ’s 
effort to obtain a massive tax break from 
Treasury officials became public, AAJ has 
become more careful and tight-lipped about 
its underground lobbying efforts.  

“ Since the embarrassing 
disclosure of AAJ’s effort to 
obtain a massive tax break 
from Treasury officials became 
public, AAJ has become more 
careful and tight-lipped 
about its underground 
lobbying efforts.”
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The organization clamped down on any 
leaks of information that may arise from 
membership meetings. Those meetings 
were already off limits to the media and 
lawyers who did not have a predominantly 
plaintiff-oriented practice, with exceptions 
for government lawyers, judges, professors, 
law students, or trial lawyer association 
staff. AAJ also had tight restrictions for 
attending practice-group meetings in which 
plaintiffs’ attorneys share and coordinate 
lawsuit strategies. Since 2010, however, 
AAJ’s conference registration form has 
required attendees to sign a secrecy pledge. 
This pledge reads:

  As an attendee at this convention, I 
understand that I may have access to 
confidential, privileged, or proprietary 
information, including information 
concerning AAJ’s legislative and/
or regulatory advocacy. I agree not 
to disclose or disseminate such 
information without the written 
permission of AAJ, except to persons 
I know to be plaintiff attorney 
members of AAJ or members of an 
AAJ-affiliated trial lawyer organization. 
Additionally, I agree that I will not 
record, by audio, visual, or other 
means, any portion of any meeting or 
event during the convention without 
the permission of AAJ.184

Those who might consider discussing what 
they learn about the Association’s legislative 
advocacy at the conference’s lunches, 
receptions, and meetings with anyone other 
than like-minded individuals are threatened 
with, aside from a revocation of AAJ 

membership, the filing of disciplinary charges 
against them with state licensing boards. 
The secrecy pledge even suggests that AAJ 
will take action against law students who 
talk by going to their schools or otherwise 
threatening their careers.185

Meanwhile, AAJ continues to lobby for 
its trial lawyer tax break.186 Legislation to 
accomplish this goal was not introduced 
in the last Congress and has not moved 
forward in this session, suggesting that 
AAJ’s lobbying efforts are underground in 
the Executive Branch. Will the trial bar’s 
wish for a major tax break be granted in the 
Administration’s waning days?

TAX TREATMENT OF PUNITIVE DAMAGES
AAJ also continues a decade-long 
lobbying effort to change the IRS’s 
treatment of punitive damages as 
ordinary and necessary business 
expenses. Such a change would 
benefit plaintiffs’ lawyers by 
increasing pressure on businesses to 
settle lawsuits with them on favorable 
terms to avoid the potential for an 
unpredictable, non-tax deductible 
punitive damages judgment.187 

Since AAJ’s legislative efforts have 
repeatedly failed,188 the organization 
has likely turned its attention to the 
Administration. In fact, the Treasury 
Department has slipped AAJ’s 
punitive damages tax change into the 
agency’s revenue proposal every year 
since 2009.189
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Litigation More Important Than 
Affordable Drugs 
FDA May Dramatically Alter Longstanding Generic Drug Policy

As the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) considered altering 
its regulations governing the labeling of generic drugs, it did not 
meet with prescription drug makers. Nor did it meet with groups 
representing doctors or pharmacists. The FDA met with just one 
stakeholder: lobbyists representing the plaintiffs’ lawyers of 
America. Their mission: overturn a U.S. Supreme Court case that had 
curbed lawsuits against generic drug makers. The proposed change 
was not motivated solely by health or safety concerns, but by the 
trial bar’s desire to bring lawsuits against companies that make 
generic drugs.

The Supreme Court Ruling
In 2011, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in 
PLIVA, Inc. v. Mensing that federal law does 
not permit people who take generic drugs 
to sue the manufacturers of those drugs for 
allegedly inadequate warnings of risks.190 
The Court recognized that FDA regulations 
require generic drug manufacturers to use 
the labeling of the brand-name version of 
that drug. Since generic drug manufacturers 
cannot independently alter product labeling, 
the Court found that federal law made it 
impossible for them to fulfill an obligation, 
imposed as a result of a judgment in a state 

tort lawsuit, to change the warnings indicated 
for a drug. The Court contrasted the generic 
drug makers’ situation to that of brand-name 
drug manufacturers, which can make such a 
change. Just two years earlier, the Court had 
found that brand-name companies typically 
cannot successfully assert a preemption 
defense because they can change the label 
without prior FDA approval.191

Plaintiffs’ Lawyers Respond
AAJ, appreciating that the Supreme Court’s 
ruling would effectively block lawsuits 
by its members against generic drug 
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makers, promptly lobbied Congress to pass 
legislation that would overrule the basis of 
the decision.192 Neither the House nor the 
Senate took any action on legislation jointly 
introduced in the 112th Congress on April 18, 
2012.193 Legislators did not even introduce 
such a bill in the 113th Congress, yet AAJ 
continued “general lobbying” on preemption 
of state causes of action involving drug 
manufacturers in 2013.194

When it became clear that Congress would 
not support the legislation, AAJ shifted its 
focus to the Administration. Immediately 
after the Supreme Court’s ruling, Public 
Citizen, often an AAJ ally, had already filed 
a petition with the FDA. It requested that 
the agency change its rules in a way that 
would eliminate the primary basis for a 
generic drug maker’s preemption defense 
by authorizing generic drug makers to 
make labeling changes.195 With its own 
efforts in Congress stalled, AAJ took up the 
mission of pushing the FDA to act on the 
Public Citizen petition, which had sat on the 
agency’s desk for 18 months.

The FDA welcomed the AAJ request. On 
February 15, 2013, the FDA held a “listen-
only session” with AAJ’s regulatory counsel 
Sarah Rooney, AAJ-retained lobbyist Michael 
Forscey, and AAJ Board of Governors 
member Ed Blizzard, a personal injury 
lawyer focused on drug and medical device 
lawsuits.196 The Agency rolled out the red 
carpet with high-level officials eager to hear 
what AAJ had to say, including Elizabeth 
Dickinson, the FDA’s Chief Counsel; Denise 
Esposito, Deputy Chief Counsel; Leslie Kux, 
Assistant Commissioner for Policy; Donald 
Beers, an FDA staff attorney; and Daniel 
Sigelman, a policy advisor.197 The meeting 
was logged as “Mensing Follow-up.”198

Two weeks after the meeting, AAJ filed a 
public comment with the FDA in support 
of the Public Citizen petition.199 It was the 
last group to file a comment supporting 
the Petition and the only group to support 
granting it.200

Ears Only for AAJ
FDA officials certainly did “listen.” In fact, it 
had ears only for AAJ, Dr. Janet Woodcock, 
the Director of the FDA’s Center for Drug 
Evaluation and Research (CDER), admitted 
when questioned under oath during a 
Congressional hearing that the only group the 
FDA met with before announcing a proposed 
rule dramatically altering generic drug 
regulation was the personal injury bar.201 

“So you did not meet with physicians, you 
didn’t meet with pharmacists, you didn’t 
meet with branded-drug companies, you 
did not meet with generic drug companies, 
but you met with the trial lawyers?” asked 
Representative Jim Shimkus (R-Illinois).202 
Woodcock responded, “part of the agency 
did meet with the trial lawyers, yes.”203

The FDA’s Deputy Commissioner of 
Operations and Chief Operating Officer, 
Walter Harris, later confirmed that while 
the agency generally “declined requests 
for meetings related to [the generic drug 
labeling] issue” and “generally does 
not participate in a dialogue during the 
development of proposed rules,” the FDA 
made an exception for AAJ.204
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Some lawmakers have expressed concern 
that the FDA’s meeting with AAJ may 
have violated an Executive Order issued 
by President Obama that instructs that 
an agency, before initiating a rule “where 
feasible and appropriate, shall seek the 
views of those who are likely to be affected, 
including those who are likely to benefit 
from and those who are potentially subject 
to such rulemaking.”205 Yet the FDA, despite 
requests from the generic drug trade 
association, declined to meet with the very 
companies it intended to regulate.

Lawsuit-Driven Health Policy
The FDA proposed its rule on November 
8, 2013, months after meeting with AAJ. If 
adopted, the rule will accomplish exactly what 
AAJ and its allies have sought.206 The agency 
would “clarify procedures” to “create parity” 
between the drug labeling responsibilities 
of brand name and generic drug makers. “If 
this proposed regulatory change is adopted,” 
the FDA recognized in the preamble to 
the proposed rule, “it may eliminate the 
preemption of certain failure-to-warn claims 
with respect to generic drugs.”207

The period for public comment initially 
closed on March 13, 2014 and AAJ, 
unsurprisingly, submitted comments urging 
the FDA to adopt the proposed rule.208 After 
controversy erupted when it was revealed 
that the FDA met with trial lawyer lobbyists 
before the agency proposed the rule, the 
FDA announced, perhaps as a face-saving 
measure, a day-long public meeting for 
the agency to listen to comments from 
other members of the public on the rule 
change.209 As a result, the FDA reopened 
the public comment period. AAJ wasted no 
time on April 27, 2015, when the extended 
comment period ended. It issued a press 
release210 and filed additional comments 
along with a petition to the FDA,211 calling 
on the agency to finalize the lawsuit-driven 
rule as proposed. AAJ also urged the FDA 
to reject a regulatory alternative that would 
require all drug makers to submit labeling 
changes to the agency and require the 
FDA to perform an expedited review to 
determine whether the proposed change 
is backed by sound science and should 
accompany both brand-name and generic 
versions of the drug.

“ Some lawmakers have expressed concern that the FDA’s 
meeting with AAJ may have violated an Executive Order 
issued by President Obama that instructs that an agency, 
before initiating a rule ‘where feasible and appropriate, 
shall seek the views of those who are likely to be affected, 
including those who are likely to benefit from and those 
who are potentially subject to such rulemaking.’”
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Potential Impact on Patients
Today, 8 in 10 prescription drugs are filled 
by generic versions, a proportion that is 
expected to continue to rise.212 If AAJ has 
its way, the FDA will undermine a regulatory 
system that has vastly expanded the 
availability of lower-cost generic drugs. It 
will do so not because of a demonstrated, 
compelling public health need, but in the 
name of protecting and expanding the 
interest of personal injury lawyers in lucrative 
pharmaceutical litigation.

Longstanding FDA regulations allow brand-
name manufacturers to independently 
change drug labeling and require generic 
drug makers to use the same design and 
labeling of the brand-name drug for two 
public policy reasons: to protect public safety 
and to preserve the affordability of generic 
drugs. These public policy goals underlie 
the bipartisan Hatch-Waxman Act,213 the 
landmark law that ushered in today’s era of 
widely available generic drugs.

A brand-name manufacturer has primary 
responsibility for labeling changes because 
it developed the drug after years of research 
and clinical testing, and it has significant 
experience selling and monitoring it. A 
generic drug maker, by contrast, copies 
the formula for the drug after it goes off 
patent, and obtains approval from the FDA 
through an abbreviated process for a drug 
that is considered equivalent to an approved 
product. Generic drug makers share an 
obligation to alert the agency when it 
learns of adverse events, but they use the 
warnings developed by the brand-name 
manufacturer with FDA approval.

Allowing both brand name and generic drug 
companies to change labels would cause 
confusion for doctors, pharmacists, and 
their patients, as the same drug could have 
multiple or contradictory warnings. The rule 
change could result in drug companies, in an 
effort to avoid liability, rushing to be the first 
to adopt additional or stronger warnings, lest 
they have to explain in court why another 
manufacturer warned of a potential risk 
before they did. This “defensive labeling,” 
much like defensive medicine, is not in the 
best interests of patients.

“ If AAJ has its way, 
the FDA will undermine a 
regulatory system that has 
vastly expanded the 
availability of lower-cost 
generic drugs. It will do so 
not because of a 
demonstrated, compelling 
public health need, but in 
the name of protecting and 
expanding the interest of 
personal injury lawyers in 
lucrative pharmaceutical 
litigation.”
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In addition, the liability exposure resulting 
from the proposed rule change could cost 
generic drug makers as much as $4 billion 
per year.214 The cost of defending product 
liability lawsuits will inevitably be reflected 
in generic drug pricing, hurting the patients 
who need them and further increasing the 
cost of the American healthcare system. 

The plaintiffs’ bar counters with its own 
equivalence argument, one that is based 
on rhetoric rather than empirical research: 
it predictably equates more lawsuits 
with greater drug safety. AAJ suggests 
that, without private lawsuits, the FDA is 
incapable of effectively monitoring and 
responding to concerns. It marginalizes 
the agency’s intensive pre-marketing 
approval process, which is followed by 
analyzing reports of adverse reactions, 
engaging in post-market risk identification 

and analysis, communicating potential 
new risks to doctors and patients as they 
emerge, requiring labeling changes, and, 
when warranted, conducting recalls and 
imposing fines for violations of the law.215 
The plaintiffs’ bar believes their ability to file 
lawsuits must be unrestricted, even when 
the FDA continues to recognize that a drug 
improves (or saves) the lives of people with 
illnesses or other conditions.

The FDA is poised to provide the plaintiffs’ 
lawyers—particularly those who specialize 
in suing pharmaceutical companies—with 
an influx of new business. Ultimately, if the 
FDA finalizes the rule as drafted, courts will 
be left to determine whether the agency’s 
radical change to generic drug regulation 
is permitted by the Hatch-Waxman Act’s 
requirement of “sameness” between 
brand-name and generic drugs.216
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Conclusion
This report is intended to shine sunlight where much high-level trial 
lawyer lobbying now takes place: in the dark underground away 
from the American public and out of the media’s sight. 

Trial lawyer lobbying will continue. Its 
successes, combined with dimming federal 
legislative prospects and the opportunity 
for parting gifts from the outgoing 
Administration, will make its practice more 
widespread. The public interest will be 
served if the media and others closely 

monitor the plaintiffs’ bar, discover its 
underground efforts within the Executive 
Branch, and expose them. Then, debate 
about the merits of such proposals can 
occur in an open, aboveground manner that 
fosters sound public policy.
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